Introduction.
field by some other ways without using the rather problematic pertumation theory. The aim of the present paper is to give a review of il'eatments of this kind and to make clear t.he underlying ideas and discuss the results obtained by these treatments.
That the perturbation theory can not be applicahle to our problem is implied by a simple exaple. One calculates the scattering cross-section of a mesotron on colliding with a p.uclear particle. Supposing thereby tMt the nuclear particle is infinitely heavy so that in this collision its recoil can be negJected, one finds, according to the ordinary perturbation theory. that the cross-section increases indefinItely with inc.reasing energy' of the colliding mesotron. It is, however, unreasonable that in such a problem the crosssection exceeds the square of the wavelength of the inciden.t particle.
Physically means the application of tIre perturbation-theory the neglect of the field reaction. The fact that the scattering cross-section exceeds the square of the wave length of the colliding particle means that in such a case this reaction is toy no means small. What prevents the cross-section from increasing so unreasonablly must be just this field reaction.
The reaction of afield on a particle can be classified into two distinct kinds, each of which has physically as well as mathematieally different properties.
The first one of these reactions is caused by the following phenomena: Around the pcirticle there exist the so-called self-field. But the field has inertia against its change. When, now, the state of motion of the particle changes, also its self-field must change, so that it exhibits the inertia and an inertial reaction acts on the particle. Since this· reaction is, in the first approximation, proportional to the acceleration of the particle, this reaction results iuan appearent change of its mass. The other one of the field reactions is the effect of damping which is caused in the following manner: \Vhen the particle is in a state of non.,uniform motion, it disturbs the surroundingfie1d.
Then waves propagate from this center, so that energy will be brought away by these waves, because under the natural boundary condition only outgoing waves can exist at infinity. This phenomena results thus in the dissipation of energy of the particle and, consequently, an irreversible damping -force acts on the particle.
As is well known, the ine'rtial reaction of the field is infinitely large in the existing theory, so that one is forced to touch On the fundamental defect" of the quantum field theory whenever one will deal with this t"eaction. Thus the existing theory is quite powerless to give account of such phe-On the Effect of tne Field Reactiolls on tke bzteractio" etc.
nomena in which the first term of the perturbation theory does not suffice and the· field reaction takes an essential part.
One can get rid of this difficulty only by a very unsatisfactory procedure of oJ' cut-off."* Although there exists at present no unumbiguous way of introducing the cut-off process in general cases, it seems fairly certain that this process corresponds in some way to giving a finite size to the particl€ interacting with the field. In the simplified problem in which the particle is considered as infinitely heavy, this process of giving the finite size is introduced in a comparathrely unumbiguous way. So we shall in this paper deal with this simplified prob1em, and ask in what way the nuclear particle with infinite mass . and finite size will interact with the mesotron field.
When the problem is simplified in this way, it can be solved also when the coupling is not weak. Thus one can see in what manner the field will react on the particle. When the coupling of the field and the particle is very strong, this can be done by solving the problem classically, since we may expect that in this case the field generated by the particle is so large that the quantum-theoretical fluctuation can be neglected throughout. Indeed, it is seen by the quantum-theoretical treatment of WentzeJ, which is a powerfull method applicable to the case of strong coupling, that the classical theory gives a satisfactory approximation in case of strong coupling. Wentzel has namely treated the problem quantum-theoretically expanding the solution in inverse powers of the coupling constant, whereas in the ordinary perturbation theory one finds the solution in powers of the coupling constant.
If the .interaction is not strOftg" enough and neither classical nor Wentzel's treatment is allowed, the problem can be solved approximately by Ritz's procedure. This method gives a reasonable results which connect the results in the extreme cases of strong and weak couplings: Wentzel's results on one .hand and the results of the perturbation theory on the other hand.
In the present paper we shall deal with the problem successively by classical, by Wentzel's and by Ritz's methods. We shall show first that the results of the classical treatment do really agree with the quantum-theoretical results of Wentzel when the coupling is strong. We shall then treat the problem by Ritz's procedure. These treatments give rise to several results • There is another method of avoiding the divergence difficulties of the theory. Namely, one subtracts the infinite terms of the field reaction appearing in the course of calculations. This procedure is based on the hypothesis that the inertial reaction has DO physical meanings at all.
A group of works has been appeared on the basis of-this· ,r subtraction" procedure. which differ substantially from those obtained by the perturbation theory.
These differences represent just the effects of the field reaction. We shall discuss in the last paragraph the physical consequences of these tEeatmeots. § 1. Classical treatmeat.(l) (I) (a) Although in case of strong coupling a quantum-theoretical treatment by means of Wentzel's method is possible, it is still of intere$t to treat the problem first claSsically. since in this way we can obta.in a clear picture of the behavior of field and particle when, they interact with each other.
A~:-Equations of motion. We suppose throughout the present paper that the mebCjtron field is described by a four-potential, thllS we adopt the vector theory of the,·mesotmn field. We assume, for simplicitYI that of two Yukawa's constants gl and g" the latter vanishes. This assumption means that only longitudinal mesotrons interact with the nuclear particle. As to the charge of the mesotrons, we use at will sometimes the so-called symmetrical theory and sometimes the charged theory aiming at the simplicity of the treatment.
vVe now consider that the nuclear particle lies at the coordinate origin. Let the mesotron field be described by means of the (properly normalized) amplitUdes of the normal vibrations. Then, adopting the symmetrical theory, the Hamiltonian function of our system is t',t -iTt) .4}"2 {c(t)+l:*(f}} t' s] df ,
(1 • 1) where a(f}, b(t) and c(l) are the amplitudes of the normal vibrations with the momentum f. They satisfy the commutation relations
If we introduce n+, n-and nO by means of ( 1) W Heisenberg: Z.Phys., 113 (193g), 61.
( 2) J. R. Oppenheimer and J. Schwinger ~ P. R 60 (1941), 150.
(3) T. Miyazima and S. Tomonaga; Sc. pap. I.1>.C.R., 40 (1943), 274 0" tIM E./It&J of tIu FilM Rtae#ons on tlu ineeraetkm ttc.
then n+(f)df, ,,-(f)df and nO(f)df mean respectively the numbers of the positive. the negative and the neutral mesotrons whose momenta lie in the small volume df at'the point f in the momentum space. In (1.1) it is supposed that the natural unit. systom is ~din, which ... and c are unity. Then momenta as well as energies have the dimension of l/length. The quantity K means the energy of the mesotron having the, momentum f and is given by
( 1.4) if It denotes the rest el\ergyof the mesotron. The three quantities TlJ t't and t'a in (1. 1) are the three components Q( the isotopic spin t' which satisfy the following relations (1.5) Further, the constant 1 in (1.1) is the coupling constant having the dimension of the length. It is related to Yukawa's 91 b)' means of
(1.6)
The function F(i) is the so-called "cutting off" factor introduced in order to avoid the divergence of the theory.
The introduction of this factor corresponds to the assumption of the finite size of the nuclear particle.
When the radius of the particle is denoted by R and its reciprocal by K:
We call K "cut-off momentum" hereafter.
( 1.7) (1.8)
We can now obtain (rom the Hamiltonian (1.1) and the commutatio~ ,re ations (1.2) and (1.5) the equations of motion for the amplitudes tl, b and c' and for the isotopic spin components t'h t'J and f'3 in the ordinary manner. For a,b and c fhey are Kc(O--¥rg(ll) t' .} and for 1'" t' J and 1'.
Having thus obtained the equations of motion, we can now treat the j)roblem classically. In this way our problem is cortsiderablly simplified, and at tke same time we can obtain a simple picture of the interaction under consideration, which also serves much the clear understanding of the quantumtheoretical treatment of the problem. We consider thus that a, 0 and (; are no more q-n,umbers but ordinary c-numbers, and that the isotopic spin!' is an ordinary .unit vectoc in the 123--space. Although the problem is in this way very much simplified, it is still hardly possible to obtain the general s9lutions of the equations of motion. But, fortunately, the discussions of the problems concerning the self-field around the nuclear. particle; or the problem involving the scattering of ~. mesooon by the nucle~ particle can be carried out without knowing such general solutions, for these purposes it suffices only to know rather simple. special sCilutions of the' equations of motion. We l)hall thus proceed to these simple problems.
B :-Self-field of a nuclear particle. Since our main purpose is to. obtain a picture of the behavior of field and nuclear .particle interacting with each other, it is preferable to .use· real amplitudes instead of complex a, 0 artd c. So we introduce real variables e,(f); Elm and e.C!) and their canonically conjugate momenta Pl(f), Pte!) and A (t) by means of
'It is 'easily' Seen that these amplitudes and momenta satisfy the canonical commutation relations
In terms of'these variables the Hamiltonian function is expressed as
( 1.14) It is seen that this Hamiltonian is invariant with respe.::t to the rotations in the 123-space, so that the" angular momentum" in this space is a constant of motion. The.components of this angular momentum are defined by
If we reprsent a vec::tor in the 123-space bya thick letter (a vector in the xJ'S'-8pace has been represented by a German letter), (1.15) can be written as (1·16) where the first termL gives the II mesotronic angular momentum" and the second term i l' the If spin angular momentum/'
The equations oftnotion fQl" f(O, p(f) and t' are obtained either by ttansfonning (1.9) and (1.10) or directly from H of (1.14):
( 1.17) Now, in order to find the sell-field of the nuclear particle • .we calcul~te first the stctte of the lowest energy. Classically this state corresponds to the state of equilibrium of the s:rstem in which all quantities do not change with the time. Thus we obtain from (1.17) by putting t{I)=O, p(I)=O, t>=O :
(1.18)
KYK in which f' is a constant unit vector independent of time. One sees that in this state the '" mesotronic" angular momentum' vanishes so that we have 1 J;:;::-r.
(1.19)
Of course, J can take any direction in the purely classiCal theory.
In the quantum theory, however, it must be quantized. Then the vector 1"
can only be either parallel or antiparalIel to the 3-rd axis, so that Ja is necessarily 1/2 or -1/2. Since the third component of the angular momentum bas the physioallneaiUngthat, added by 1/2. it gives the charge of the system this result means that these two equilibrium states corr.espond just lo the protoJ1 state and the neutron state respectively.
We mustOQWobtain more general stales of oW" system in order to find the possible seif .. 6elds of the nudear particle. This is· necessary because, in t~ first place, a sdf.ifield of a particle does not necessarily correspond to the state of equilibrium, but there are possibilities of several excited selfrods in which the time derivatives o(various quantities do not vanish. Indeed, every state of motion in which the field does not extend to infinity but it exists only in the neighbourhood of the particle gives a self-field. In the second place, it is because the states of the lowest angular momentum do not exaotly correspond to the state of no rotation if we will correct our result so as to fit better the quantum theory.
To obtain such general states of motion we put or in terms of the complex amplitudes
We now ~~ the energy of the system in this state. Inserting (1·22) into (I .1), or (1. 21) into (1.14/ we find then S TOJo{ONAGA.
( 1.23) which is to be interpreted as the self-energy 6f the nuclear particle 10 this state. Also the angular momentum of fhe system is found hy substituting (1.21) into (I .. 15) :
As mentioned above, .fa means the charge number (viz. charge-l/2), which is usually denoted by tn, so we have (1.25)
In this exptession the first term is to be interpretad as the charge belonging to the mesotronic field around the nuclear particle, and the second term as the charge proper to the nuclear particle. The charge obserbed is the sum of these hro.
Of course, in the purely classical theory 111 can take arbitrary values, but if we introduce quantization, it can take only half odd values (positive as well as negative). In the quantum theory m is thus a quantum number which we shall call" charge quantum number."
From Ute relations (1 .21), (1 .23) and (1 .25) we see that our motion is perfectly dL~ermined if we specify the value of tn. Thus Hand w cao be represented as functions of tn. It ~is rather tedious to calculate these funct;ons in general cases, but this is meaningless since the classical treatment is valid only when the coupling is strong. In . sl1ch a case we find w<1t<K and this enables us to calculate the required functions expanding various quantities in powers of CIJ/1t and w/ K. Thissiml'lihes the calculation~ consideraQ1ly and We obtain where the quantity E" en: integer) is defined by (1.27) These K. hav.e the dimension of l/length, and, when n ·is smaller than 4, tbeyare of the order of magnitude of K, which we assume to be very large as compared with 11. In this case of 8trong coupling it is· seen from (1 .26) that II) is very small. Thus the speed of the precession of the system is very slow.
In order to see the d~tailed nature of this motion, we calculate now the angular momentum in this case of strong coupling. For w.(K we obtain from (1 .. 24) approximately (1.28)
Thus we obtain the following two results: (i). the total angular momentum J is parallel to the third axis, and (ii) the ,mesotronicangular momentum L is perpendicular to the ~pin angular mom~tum 1.-. In this manner, two vector L and I" which are perpendicular to each other, precess around their resultant J This situation is indicated by Fig. 1 It is noteworthy that this relation between three vectors I.-,L and J (:orresponds just to the relation between thre~ vector~ eleatronic angular momentum, rotational angular momentl,lm and total angular momentum of
If A, 0 aQd K denote respectively these angular if I denotes the moment of inertia of the molecule. We see that when we -+ -+ replace K by J (noting IJI=lm/) and K by 1.-, then we obtain just the second term of (1.26). From this correspondence we can see that 1 2 K,.
plays the role-of the moment of inertia f; and the second term in (1. 26) is to be interpreted as the rotational energy of the system. This in~ia (l K3 is caused by· the inertial reaction of the field.
The analogy with the diatomic molecule makes it possible to improve our formula (1.26), which has been obtained in a purely classical way, so as to fit better the quantum theory. For this purpose we have to replace m! by JU+ 1). Thus we had better to use 1 lII= l'J(J+l) } 4JU+ 1) , IK.,
in place of (1 . 26).
As stated above, the angular velocity OJ is very small when the cOlJpling is strong. This is due to the fact that in this case the moment of inertia 12K, is very large.
Also in the case of diatomic molecules the angular velocity of the precession is very small. 'Ibis situation has enabled one to treat the electronic motion in a diatomic molecule separately from tlie rotational motion of the molecule a~ a whole. The electronic angular ~ Inomentum A is thus regarded as a II good" quantum number. The analogous situation makes... it possible to treat also our problem of interaction between mesotron and nuclear particle quantum-theoretically. Such treatment is the method of Wentzel which will be described later. There we shall see that the first term of (1 .29) just corresponds to the electronic energy of a diatomic molecule Thus far we have adopted the syrmnetllcal theory. When we will deal with the charged mesotron theory, we have only to put c=O in (1· 22) Then we find. Instead of (~ • 22), aCt) 1 ~g(k)sjnfJ ,-IW } K-tIJ 2 6(t)=-1 _1_g(k)sinfJra>l K+w 2 (1.32) and, when the coupling is strong,. we obtain in the charged mesotron theory (1.33) in place of (1 • 26).
The main difference between the behavior of field and particle in these two theories is as follows: while in the symmetrical theory we have costJ= 2 ~ j =1 in the proton state [see (1.26)], we have in the charged theory cos 8---0 [see (1. 33)]. Thus in the proton state the vector T makes a slow precession lying almost in the equatorial plane in the latter theory, whereas it is parallel to the third axis and does not move in the former theory.
In the expression for H of (1.26), (1.31) and (1 .33) the term con· taining tn' represents the dependence of the energy on the charge of the system. This term gives rise to a physical consequence which has not been obtained by the ordinary perturbation theory. This is namely the following fact: When the coupling is strong enough, there is the possibility of stable states ,vith Intl~3/2 besides the proton state (i. e. the state with m=1/2) or the neutron state (i. e. the state with 111= -1/2). When, for instance, the excitation energy of the states with Jml=3/2 from the ground states, which have 11111=1/2, is smaller than the rest energy 1t of a. mesotron, i. e. when we have H,"I-SJt-~""-111 </t, (1.34) then the states with Iml=3/2 are stable. This means physically that the nuclear particle with the observable charge 20r -1 can exist, wIthout dissociating into a mesotron and an ordinary proton or neutron. Such nuclear particles can still decay emitting (i-ray, but their life will be of the order of 10-8 sec,Bo that there is the possibility that they are observed if such particles do really exist.
This dependence of H on m can be obtained also quantum-theoretically by means of Wentzel's method. In fact, the possibility of such stable protonisobars in case of strong coupling has been concluded. first by Wentzel himself.
The following {act is to be added here: If one calculates the selfenergy H of a nuclear particle by means of the perturbation theory, we obtain H={-IIIKt for symmetrical theory} -12Kl s for charged theory, (1.35) while our results show that, when the coupling is strong, the main term of His -(fl/2)K1' for both symmetrical and charged theories. This means that ilTcase of strong coupling the perturbation theory w,ll give the erroneous results for the self energy, which are too large by the {actor 3 and 2 respectively for the symmetrical and the charged mesotron theories, if one applies this procedure without respect the fact that this will give reliable results only ivhen the coupling sufficiently weak.
The same situatioll occurs also when we will calculate the nuclear forces between nuclear puticles: We obtain too large nuclear forces, if we calculate them by means of the perturbation theory when the coupling is not weak enough. More precise discussions concerning this point will be given later.
C :-Scattering of a mesotron. It has become clear by the above consideration that, when the coupling is strong, a nuclear particle interacts with the surrounding mesotron field in 'e way considerablly different from the manner of interaction in the case of weak coupling. It is expected, therefore, that the mesotron and the nuclear particle will show a quite different behavior on colliding with each other from that expected by the perturbation theory.
The essential point in the consideration above is that we should picture our -system as a gyroscope with the large moment of inertia 12K" when the coupling is strortg. If so, it is expected that this large moment of inertia will affect appreciablly on the scattenng of a mesotron wave by the nuclear partide and diminish the scattering cross-section: When an incident mesotron wave impinges on the nuclear particle, it will cause a forced vibration of the vector t', and this vibration of T' in tum will disturb the surrounding field and give rise to the scattered wave. But the large moment of inertia of tire system will thereby act as a large inertial resistance against the motion of T' so that the amplitude of its motion will be very small. Thus the amplitude of the scattered wave will be much smaller than the amplitude expected by the perturbation theory which neglects wholly the field reaction. Such a situation has been first pointed out by Heisenberg. We shall here deal with this problem more precisely.
In order to avoid unnecessary complications, we shall here take the charged mesotron theoty. Then, as we have stated above, the isotopic spinT' makes a very slow precession lying almost in the equatorial plane. Therefore, we can consider without introducing a large error that this vector remains fixed at some position in the equatorial plane. Thus we may put it) this approximation (1)=0 and fJ=1r/2. We denote further the azymuth -of this vector by tp. Now, let Ko/21r denote the frequency of the incident wave, to its propagation vector and a its amplitude. The vector t' will oscillate around its unferturbed position when the incident wave ·acts on it. Corresponding tQ this situation we put t't=<:os,+--sin, Sin(Kot+~)} 1',,=sirt~ -"cos¥, sin (Kot+ l7' ) .
.
where, and ' 1) represent respectively the amplitude and the phas(: of the (qtced vibration of T. It will be seen afterwards that, owing to the large inertial resistance, the amplitude e is very_small compared with unity, so far as the frequ~ncy Ko of the inCident wave is small compared with the cut-off momelltum K. Thus we neglect higher powers of , throughout our calQllatiQit.:
On substituting (1.36) into the equations of motion for a(t) and o(f), whkh ate obtained by putting c(!)=O in (1. 9), we obtaill equations for the amplitudes a(r) and oCr). We solve these equations imposing the boundary condition: there exist at infinity, besides the incident plane wave with the propagation vector fo and of the amplitude a which represents, for instance, the flow of positive mesotrons, only out-going spherical waves corresp0ndmg to the. scatterea positive and negative mesotron~.
Carrying out thi!t calculation, noting that we may put ,=0 witheut losing' generality, we find a(')=(21r)'/Ba~(:t-r.) 1-']{01+~ g(k) +~ g(k) r(J\Ot+1\l 2 K 4 k+K~ _ Ie g(k) { 1 +i7r8(K-Ko)'}I-'(B~U.i)J 4 K-Ko 6(r)=-~ g(k) +~ g(k). ,1(601+11) 2 K 4 K+Ko -~g(k) { 1 . +'<i1th(K-K o )} ,-'(Bol+'I'.
K-Ko
(1.37) The first term on the right hand side of the expression for a(t) represents the incident plane wave, which, on transforming from· our f-repcesentatiah to the ordinary representation in th~coordinate space, gives rise to the plane wave: incident plane wave=ai<for-Kot).
(1.38-)
The last terms containing-the (actor {(l/K-Ko)+mcJ(K-Ko)} in the ex- That the expression for b(f) does not contain the term ah(f-for.correspollds to our ~umption that the incident"" mesotron is of positive charge. One notices further that the scattered waves in both expressions' for a(t) and b(l) have the same .form. This fact means that the probability of -the incident pPSitive n1esotrO" ~ing scattered with the change of its sign is equal to tbe probability of the scattering without the change of -the Sign.
It)orikr to determine the uaknown phase. 7J an~ the -unknowrt amplitude .I, we now insert (1 .37) into the equation of motion for or, which is obtained in by putting c(f) b in (1. 10), and equate the coefijcients of cosIG.t and sin~t on both sides. We obtain then (1.40) where .R is the abreviation* (1.41)
The first Clquation of (1 . 40) gives now 
